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EVENTS MANY YEARS AGO TO BRING DOWN OUR CULTURE: Part 3

Subtitle: Events are occurring now, weakening the Old World
Order so the New can be established. You will be surprised to
learn how many of the recent events of our society are designed to
enhance the new global dictatorship of which Antichrist will take
control. It is later than you think! Events foretold In The 1995
Illuminati Card Game -- "Stage Being Set"

Resources to aid your
Understanding

The New World Order is coming! Are you ready? Once you
understand what this New World Order really is, and how it is
being gradually implemented, you will be able to see it progressing
in your daily news!!
Learn how to protect yourself, your loved ones!
Stand by for insights so startling you will never look at the news the same way
again.

.
Attorney-General John
Ashcroft’s Concentration
Camp Program— Audio Tape

YOU ARE NOW ON
THE CUTTING EDGE
INTRODUCTION - BACKGROUND
We have covered the background of Steve Jackson
and his S.J. Games in NEWS1753, and strongly
urge you to read it so you will understand the
implications of the attempt of the government to
shut Jackson down before he could get his
Illuminati Card Game to the market. Jackson knew
the specific plans of the Illuminati by which they
could slowly dissolve the Old World Order -- based
largely on Christian principles in Western Societies
-- and replace it with the New World Order,
complete with the appearance of Antichrist. We
encourage you to read this above previous article,
for we consider it "Smoking Gun Proof" that the
Illuminati had planned the attacks of 9/11 many years before that terrible event.
In this article, we shall discuss the events that have already occurred, or which
are in the process of occurring, which literally "set the stage" for the final

Panopticon -- Big Brother's
Eye Are Watching Us Audio Tape
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"Birth Pangs" by which Antichrist will arise. Because the Illuminati has
thoroughly controlled both Mass Media and the Public School System since
World War I, most people never realize how propagandized they are; literally,
these institutions have built a "propaganda box" around our minds so we look at
society the way the Illuminati wants us to look at it. We encourage you to
watch the video movie, "The Truman Show", for every person educated in
Western Society has had a mental box built for him or her; we live our lives
much as Truman lived his whole life on a huge movie set, not realizing that he
was not living in the "real" world. Every child entering public school in First
Grade has entered a training institution of the Illuminati, to be trained in the
way he should go, for when he is old, he shall not depart from the path. Few
people ever realize how completely the Illuminati has trained us all in Public
Schools to think the way they want us to think.

Barbed Wire On America:
God's Final Warning - vodeo

We have written an article on this subject, "Breaking Out Of The Mental Box:
Learning To Think In The Opposite Direction In Order To Find The Truth",
NEWS1558. If you have not yet read this article, we urge you to do so now as
preparation for reading the rest of this article.
PLANNED EVENTS THAT SET THE STAGE

Weather Control and Weather
Warfare
The bottom portion of the
card, "International
Weather" reads: "All Places
you control, you get a +6 to
defend against any Disaster ...
but any Disaster you visit
upon a rival, except in Space,
has a +4 Power."
The bottom portion of the card, "Weather Satellite" reads: "Real weather satellites don't just
report the weather, they change it. You may increase by 10, or decrease by 4, the power of any
Hurricane, Rain ... or Tornado. You may increase by 4, or decrease by 2, the power of any
other Attack to Destroy ..."
The information the write-up on each of these two cards gives us startling information, so let us examine what
we have just learned!
1. The write-up on the "International Weather" card tells us several critically important factors:
a. "All Places you control" tells us that the Illuminati can control the weather in
"Places" on earth
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b. "to defend against any Disaster" tells us that Weather Warfare truly exists, and
needs to be defended against!
c. "Disaster you visit upon a rival" tells us that nations are capable of wreaking
natural disasters upon each other; however, remember that it is the worldwide
Illuminati who is ultimately in control of all events, at least until the Antichrist
arises.
d. "except in Space" tells us that at least some Weather Warfare weapons transit
Space.
2. The write-up on the "Weather Satellite" card tells us several other critically important factors:
a. "Real weather satellites don't just report the weather, they change it" tells us
that satellites are used either to send out the signals to control the weather in a
particular location, or that the signals are passed through the satellites. This is
consistent with our understanding of Weather Control and Warfare.
b. "You may increase by 10, or decrease by 4, the power of any Hurricane,
Rain ... or Tornado" tells us that hurricanes and tornados can be created and
manipulated. Again, this is consistent with our understanding.
c. "the power of any other Attack to Destroy ..." tells us that huge natural
disasters such as hurricanes or tornados are created, steered, and manipulated in
order to destroy a specific target
These specific cards deliver heavy-duty revelations, but they tell us nothing that Cutting Edge has not been
teaching now for five years. We have created a section entitled, "Weather Control" that contains our major
articles detailing how weather is controlled today, and how the threat of natural disasters used as weapons is so
terrifying that the United Nations even passed an international law "forbidding" nations from using such
weapons against each other. However, the treaty does not forbid leaders of a nation from using this technology
against their own citizens! Remember this fact as Hurricane Isabel bears down upon us.
Let us quickly review some facts in case you have not read these articles in our Weather Control section. Not
only can hurricanes and typhoons be created, they can be dissolved and they can be steered! There is no reason
whatsoever that a hurricane should ever devastate any land anymore.
Consider this news article published not too many years ago.
NEWS BRIEF: "Malaysia to Battle Smog With Cyclones", by Chen May Yee, Staff Reporter of the Wall Street
Journal, The Wall Street Journal, Thursday, November 13, 1997, page A19.
"KULA LUMPUR -- Malaysia's war on smog is about to get a new twist. The government wants to create manmade cyclones to scrub away the haze that has plagued Malaysia since July. 'We will use special technology to
create an artificial cyclone to clean the air', said Datuk Law Hieng Ding, minister for science, technology and
the environment. The plan calls for the use of new Russian technology to create cyclones -- the giant storms
also known as typhoons and hurricanes -- to cause torrential rains, washing the smoke out of the air. The
Malaysian cabinet and the finance minister have approved the plan, Datuk Law said. A Malaysian company,
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BioCure Sdn. Bhd., will sign a memorandum of understanding soon with a government-owned Russian party to
produce the cyclone. "Datuk Law declined to disclose the size of the cyclone to be generated, or the
mechanism. 'The details I don't have', he said. He did say, though, that the cyclone generated would be 'quite
strong'. Datuk Law also declined to disclose the price of creating the cyclone."
This article was written by the prestigious Wall Street Journal, and it reports -- very matter of factly -- that
Malaysia is ordering a cyclone just as someone might order some lawn furniture from a catalog! We also
learned that the Russians do have the capability of creating such a huge storm for a fee. Also unsaid, but
inferred, is that this cyclone could be steered or controlled so that it would come close enough to Malaysia to
clear away the haze that was bedeviling that nation, but not so close it would cause any damage. Further, the
nations close to Malaysia are not quoted as being overly concerned that this most powerful of storms might
accidentally hit their shores.
One Cutting Edge subscriber, an American living in Moscow -- called our office to talk about Weather Control
and Warfare. He said that, if he mentioned weather control to an American, he would be looked at as though he
had three heads; however, the average Russian accepts weather control as a normal factor of life. Almost daily,
some Russian "Weather Modification" company is advertising their services, and such companies are now
public! However, Americans lag so far behind in our thinking and our understanding that we still wrongly
conclude these many and terrible disasters to be "Acts of God".
For full details, read NEWS1694.
But, for those who wish to create such a series of devastating events over a period of time that people will
accept a radical change for a New World Order [Read NEWS1855 for full details], powerful storms can be
very effective. A hurricane produces enough devastation that it disrupts normal life in the community. It can
force people from their homes, leaving them to police and/or military control, especially if Martial Law is
imposed. Finally, people who have suffered grievous losses are dependent upon FEMA if their home insurance
will not cover all the loss; thus, people are led to trust the very wolf that will one day eat them!
Finally, one day -- after a number of horrendous natural disasters have hit this country and throughout the
world -- a spiritual "superman" will arise on the world scene, and will announce that the reason America has
been suffering so much is that our Industrial Civilization is imposing stresses on "Mother Gaia" ("Mother
Earth") that are intolerable to the goddess; therefore, Mother Gaia has finally started to take manners in her
own hands by imposing these disasters. Then, Antichrist will order that "Re-Wilding" be carried out throughout
the world [Read NEWS1368], a draconian plan in which most of the land in the world will be set aside,
prohibiting mankind from carrying out any "human activity". All humans will be shoved into very tightly
controlled land areas. The USA map in NEWS1368 tells the story, so we suggest you study it carefully. Note
that virtually the entire East Coast is designated either "Core Reserves -- Little or No Human Use" or Buffer
Zones -- Highly Regulated". This area is precisely the areas affected by Atlantic hurricanes!
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The bottom portion of this card reads: "This device can act once per
turn. It can increase the Power of any attack or destroy a Place, or of
any Disaster, by 2."

Once again, the capabilities described in this card are consistent with what we have been
teaching on Weather Control and Warfare. Using HAARP or scalar waves, any place on earth
may be triggered to tremor, and a very "natural" looking earthquake will result. earthquake
phenomenon might be the most terrifying of all natural disasters, since people cannot live
without a solid foundation. Entire city structures are based upon buildings having dependable
foundations. Therefore, since the New World Order Plan envisions eliminating cities, we might
expect that earthquakes would be a preferred weapon of choice. Severe earthquakes might result
in the wholesale evacuation of cities.
Scientists can also create earthquakes by changing the "composition or structure of the earth". This technology
is "Tesla Technology" first perfected by the Russians! Such capability means that scientists afar off, pulling
certain levers, can create earthquakes wherever they want, and probably, of the intensity they desire. It is one
thing for people to live in such earthquake prone areas like California, thinking they will just "take their
chances" of an earthquake killing them. But, it is another matter, indeed, for people living in these earthquake
prone areas to understand they are in a hunter's rifle scope!! Of course, the "rifle" being aimed at them is not a
traditional rifle, but the weapon of Weather Control that can produce earthquakes wherever and whenever they
choose, of whatever intensity they choose.
Today, the Yellowstone Super Volcano seems to be getting ready to erupt. We feel it highly likely, as we
explain in NEWS1852, that Yellowstone may have been steadily building up as the result of 27 solid years of
the Russians "pinging" our Pacific Northwest with their "Woodpecker" scalar waves! But, when that volcano
blows, it will seem as though it occurred "naturally".
Since many earthquakes are created by strong and abrupt magma flowing through the geological "plumbing"
beneath the earth, it is possible that the planned 9.0 earthquake against Los Angeles ("Behold A Pale Horse",
William Cooper) may occur because Yellowstone has suddenly sent massive quantities of magma against the
faults deep under that city.
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The bottom of the
"Emergency Order" card
reads: "This card may be
played at any time, and counts as the action for the group it affects ... The Power for one
Government group is increased to +6. Link this card to your chosen Government group.'
Once again, we see that this card immediately increases government control and power. As the picture clearly
indicates, these Emergency Powers are conceived to be imposed by government agencies. Note the lowranking soldier in this picture is roughly handling a dark-skinned minority person; however, do not be deceived
as to whom the Emergency Powers is directed against, for the greatest "minority group" the Illuminati fears is
the Fundamental, Born Again Christian.
The Illuminati Plan foresees the deliberate instigation of terrible calamities, brought on by wars, natural
disasters, and urban lawlessness; as a means to restore the order they have disrupted, our leaders will announce
they must impose Martial Law, suspend the Constitution, our liberties and our freedoms. They will explain that
they have to "temporarily" take away these freedoms before they can restore "Law and Order". And that brings
us to the next card, pictured above:
The bottom of the "Law and Order" card reads: "Increase the power of all Conservative
groups by +2. Increase the power of all Straight groups by 2. Increase the power of all Straight
Conservative groups by +3. This card replaces any Yellow NWO card in play."
At first glance, I was puzzled by the fact that this card was supposed to give additional powers to Conservative
groups, because they are the one of the first groups on the target list. However, I remembered how Hitler
redefined "Conservative" once he came to power. His Brown Shirt thugs and other supporters were suddenly
the new "Conservatives" while the patriot groups who had been known as the Conservatives were suddenly
devalued and targeted for either intimidation or destruction. That is the reality today, for the New World Order
of Bush/Clinton/Bush is Nazism revived [Read NEWS1004].
Notice the severe warning of the last sentence: "This card replaces any Yellow NWO card in play."
"Law and Order", once it is in play, will replace all other strategies for imposing the global dictatorship
because it will be the "iron fist" that will pummel the opposition to death so the New World Order can be
instituted. All the other strategies were designed to get us to the iron fisted "Law and Order" stage.
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The bottom of the "Death To All Fanatics" card reads: "If there's one
thing we can't stand, it's intolerance ... Requires Illuminati or Fanatic
Action(s)."

The Illuminati truly cannot stand any "fanatics", whether they be from Christianity, or Muslim, or Jewish
religions. In the mid-1980's, I noticed that the news media suddenly began calling Muslim suicide bombers
"fundamentalists", a term usually reserved for Christians who were very serious about their faith and about the
soul-winning that accompanies an active faith. When Muslim clerics began to complain about calling suicide
bombers "fundamentalists" because there was nothing in the Koran that encouraged suicide, my concerns
multiplied. At this point in time, I had little knowledge of the New World Order or its draconian plans, but I
had been trained in U.S. Army Intelligence to spot a propaganda campaign. This sudden change in terms
smacked of the beginning of a propaganda campaign to me.
Now, I know that this was the beginning of just such a campaign to lump all "fanatics" into the same sorry
barrel, so they can be dealt with severely at the appointed time. Notice also this picture, for it portrays who is
going to be doing some of the killing for the Illuminati. People are going to be turned against their own families
during the time of the Tribulation; family members zealous for Antichrist are going to be viciously turning
against Born Again family members. What did Jesus foretell?
"... a man's foes shall be they of his own household." [Matt 10:36]
While Jesus uttered this warning to all Christians of every era, it has great application in the End of the Age.
You see, the Kingdom of Antichrist is going to be one of those times in world history in which a fervor of love
for, and loyalty to, the top leader (Antichrist) will become the supreme devotion of many, many people. They
will turn in a minute against any member of their own household who will not profess the same degree of love
toward the supreme leader that they have, and if that person in the house actually opposes the supreme leader,
even grandma might take up the butcher knife!
The bottom of the "Martyrs" card reads: "Play this card at any time to give +10 Power or
Resistance (your choice) to any Peaceful group you control."
In Israel recently, a young peace protester was run down by a tank and thoroughly crushed by the tank-treads.
This picture portrays that reality strongly. The idea behind this picture is that the government will rule over all
"peace" protesters -- actually, any protester -- with an iron fist. If anyone publicly protests, they must realize
they might be the one crushed beneath the tank treads!
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The bottom of this card reads: "Good thoughts are now required.
Increase the power of all Liberal groups by +3. All Conservative groups
with a Power of only 1 become criminal as well."

What interesting -- and correct -- insight this card provides! The "Thought Police" are definitely coming, as a
discerning reader of the news knows right well! Ever since the Vietnam War, Liberals have loudly proclaimed
their right to speak whatever is on their mind, even if it is vulgar, without class, or plainly wrong; however,
these same Liberals have always sought to shut down everyone else's right to speak their mind. During the
Vietnam War Era, this tendency meant only that people were shouted down in public; but, since that time,
whenever Liberals have controlled an institution -- like colleges -- they have always sought to deny the right of
their opponents to speak anything that would run counter to the Liberal mindset.
The New World Order will carry this tendency to a "murderous" extreme. The victim on the left has just died
because he "used an insensitive pronoun", while the victim on the right has just died because he "ate flesh of
dead animals", probably at an Outback Steak House! Seriously, a vegetarian diet will be mandated and all
eating of animals will be strongly outlawed. After all, as PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals)
has always taught us, human beings are just animals that, for this moment in Evolution, are higher on the
evolutionary ladder; therefore, there is no practical difference between a pig, a cow, a chicken, or a human.
While it is perfectly reasonable for these type of people to kill a human being still in the womb, it is
outrageously wrong for you to kill an animal to eat!
Finally, notice that all Conservative Groups who are weak and cannot defend themselves are to be classified as
"criminal" under this new system. Actually, the game differs from the real plan at this point because all
Conservative Groups are planned to be classified as criminal, no matter how large or small, or how powerful or
weak they are -- for they will all be weaker than the central government.
New Age author, William Cooper, said that the net is going to be drawn so tightly, if a person just has taken the
wrong magazine subscription in his lifetime, he will be arrested and killed. Welcome to the final stage of the
New World Order. New Agers call this stage the "cleansing".
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The bottom of this card reads: "All Government groups in your Power
Structure gain the ability to listen in on phone conversations
worldwide ... Increase the Power of all your Government groups by +2.
You are also totally immune to the Phone Freaks. If you ever have no
Government groups, you must discard this Resource."

As we head into the all-pervasive surveillance society, think of this card and of the overall
surveillance plan it represents. Ponder carefully the points:
1. "All Government groups in your Power Structure gain the ability to listen in on phone conversations
worldwide" -- All governments -- local, state, and federal, can listen in on your phone conversations! "All"
governments! Today, the government can monitor your phones, your cell phones, your faxes, and your emails.
While Christians are not too concerned because we do not do anything against the law, the fact remains that no
society can long remain free whose government is aggressively spying on its citizens. How can this be, you
ask, if the government is simply trying to catch thieves, crooks, and terrorists? The answer is simple: the
government is NOT just interested in catching the above groups of people, but is most interested in repressing
all citizens with whom it disagrees, either in religion or in politics. As we reported in NEWS1553, the Bush
Administration redefined who constitutes a terrorist "way back" on October 3, 2001, only a few weeks after the
9/11 attacks.
2. "If you ever have no Government groups, you must discard this Resource." In other words, only the
government is going to possess this authority. No private group will possess either the equipment nor the
authority to wiretap phones and to intercept and read all other types of communications! Our Founding Fathers
understood that a "Right To Personal Privacy" is absolutely indispensable in maintaining a society. They knew
the recent history in England and Europe, of the all-pervasive secret police that terrified and bedeviled ordinary
citizens so the king could maintain his absolute dictatorship. In modern history, every tyrant has created an allpervasive secret police immediately upon taking power. With modern technology, we are at the point where the
government's secret police can be suffocatingly effective. What is the end result toward which this
unprecedented surveillance is taking us?
The Bible tells us:
"... that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the
number of his name." [Rev 13:17]
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When the unprecedented bank mergers began to occur in the late 1980's,
continuing all the way through the decade of the 1990's, I knew the New
World Order Plan was in play. The ultimate economic goal of the New
World Order is Fascism. There are three types of economies in the world:
Capitalism, Communism, and Fascism.

* Capitalism is that type of economy in which private individuals own the Means of Production, i.e., the
factories and the mines. The companies founded by these private individuals then compete openly with one
another in the Marketplace. No one tells the owners what to produce, or how much to produce, or how much to
charge. Competition is the primary determinant of prices, and careful attention to the needs and wants of the
people within this type of economy determines how much is produced. Capitalism may have its faults, but it
has produced the highest standard of living in history for her citizens.
* Communism is that type of economy in which the State owns the Means of Production. Companies are told
what to produce, when to produce it, and how much they can charge. This type of control is supposedly enacted
in the interests of the "people", to ensure that they are treated "fairly". However, history has shown that
Communism never works; rather, it delivers the most wretched conditions on earth for its citizens.
* Fascism was the economic system of Nazi Germany, National Socialist Italy, and Imperial Japan. Today,
only Japan retains this system. In Fascism, private individuals retain control over the Means of Production,
thereby ensuring that the key element which makes Capitalism work so well is kept in place. However, the
Government intervenes to control how much is produced of any item, how many competitors can be making
the same item, and how much they can charge. Therefore, the potential for the most profit lies within the
Fascist economy! The experiment with Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan proved that Fascism does work. We
have seen that the proper coordination between Government and Capitalism does work.
The economy planned for the New World Order is Fascist; therefore, the private Captains of Western Industry
are most anxious for this new system to begin, so they can begin to reap the rewards of dramatically increased
profits. Since a Fascist government heavily regulates how many competitors can make the same product, the
number of companies is going to shrink dramatically. For example, there may only be one or two car
companies worldwide! Therefore, in the "Preparatory Period" leading up to the actual Kingdom of Antichrist, it
makes sense for the process of only a few companies in the world making the same type of product or offering
the same type of service to begin voluntarily through mergers, buyouts, and even bankruptcies! This Bank
Merger card is a perfect addition to the Illuminati Card Game.
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The bottom of "Market Manipulation" reads: "This card may be used at
any time. Remove the Action tokens from any one Corporate group (if
you choose) and any or all Bank groups. This does not count as an
action."

Truly, the Stock Market is being manipulated. New World Order planners definitely have a
global economic collapse planned that will aid mightily in bringing their Masonic Christ to the
world scene. Let us examine one interesting quote from New Age Christian author, Bill Cooper:
"... it was discovered that an economy obeyed the same laws as electricity and that all of the
mathematical theory and practical and computer know-how developed for the electronic field
could be directly applied in the study of economics ... human life is measured in dollars ... the
recipients become state property ... those who get hooked on the economic drug must go to the
elite for a fix. In this, the method of introducing large amounts of stabilizing capacitance is by
borrowing on the future 'credit' of the world. This ... consists of performing an action and leaving
the system before the reflected reaction returns to the point of action -- a delayed reaction. The
means of surviving the reaction is by changing the system before the reaction can begin ...and the
electric spark generated when opening a switch connected to an active inductor is mathematically
analogous to the initiation of war." ["Behold A Pale Horse", p. 45-48]
Once the Illuminati understood that an economy acted to stimuli in the same manner as does an electronic
circuit, they began to plan to first build up the economy and then tear it down in order to so panic the people
that they will accept the "supernatural" intervention of The Christ. You see, before the accumulated debts of
consumers and nations gets to the point of absolute collapse, World War III is scheduled to occur, analogous to
"opening a switch connected to an active inductor". Through the smoke, dust, and destruction of this war,
Antichrist is to come striding, presenting himself as a religious Messiah figure whom so many religions are
expecting; he will also present himself as the "economic messiah" that will set matters right in the new, global
economy. In this model, the initiation of war is likened to the opening of a switch to allow electric current to
flow to an active inductor.
This is one of the reasons World War III must be initiated; our debt load has reached a level that cannot be
supported any longer. How does a world war help the debt load. Cooper again explains Illuminati thinking:
"They must eventually resort to war to 'balance the account', because war ultimately is merely
the act of destroying the creditor ... Since most of the general public will not exercise restraint,
there are only two alternatives to reduce the 'economic inductance' of the system. 1) Let the
populace bludgeon each other to death in war, which will only result in the total destruction of
the living earth; or 2) Take control of the world by the use of economic 'silent weapons' in a form
of 'quiet warfare' and reduce the economic inductance of the world to a safe level by a process of
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benevolent slavery and genocide." [Ibid., p. 49]
Therefore, when World War III occurs, you will know that the "account" is merely being balanced by a
"process of benevolent slavery and genocide." This is Illuminati thinking!
Even though the existing financial markets throughout the world will suffer collapse during World War III, the
time period of the actual collapse will be short enough that, when Antichrist arises, confidence in him and in
his program will be sufficiently strong that he and the international bankers may be able to resurrect a global
economy based upon a global currency.
One former Satanist, Doc Marquis, told me that the Illuminati had decided that Americans would never accept
the Kingdom of Antichrist unless they felt wealthy right up to the point of World War III. Then, once
Antichrist gets on the world scene, Americans will very enthusiastically support him as he promises to restore
their wealth! Marquis said that the Illuminati was so determined to keep the American stock market high that
they would even go to the extreme of using the most powerful witchcraft in the world to keep it up. The stock
market crash can only occur at the same time that the political war is about to occur; furthermore, the world's
religions must also be at the point where a charismatic leader, supported by a False Religious Prophet, can lead
the world to a merged religious system. Once the political and religious situations are at the right point, the
stock market collapse will, indeed, be triggered, and will "come out of left field" for most investors.
With the Illuminati this determined to keep the Stock Markets from collapsing prematurely, before the other
segments are ready, you can see how much they control the markets. Truly, the symbolism in the card is
correct: the power of the Illuminati IS greater than all the cash and other assets in the markets combined! The
most striking feature of this card is that the Illuminist All-Seeing Eye is inside a pyramid that is heavier than all
the money in the marketplace! Notice how the pyramid is sagging lower than all the cash on the other side of
the balance scale.
I think we are witnessing the point where all three major segments are ready to go into play at the same time.
The markets are skating on thin ice; politics seems about ready to cause World War III to explode; all major
religions are ready to follow the lead of the Roman Catholic Pope into the global New World Order religion.
Antichrist seems close at hand.
CONCLUSION
In Parts 1, 2, and now 3 of this series, we have emphasized the many
disasters the Illuminati has planned for us, to so panic us that we will
accept any plan their superman puts forth as a "solution" to the very
disasters they have created. The attacks of 9/11, planned natural disasters,
wars throughout the globe, economic collapse, and other disasters, are all
planned to bring down the Old World Order so it can be replaced by the
New World Order.
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And these cards of the Illuminati Card Game capture each element very nicely. Now, this game even has a
"Combined Disasters Card" -- very appropriately, I may add.
The bottom of this card reads: "By playing this card, you may combine two Disasters on the same target!
You must play both of the Disaster cards, as well. Pick one Disaster to be the 'main' one and follow all the
instructions on its card. Add the Power (but none of the other effects) of the other Disaster."

As Bill Cooper stated in his book, "Behold A Pale Horse":
"It is true that without the population or the bomb problem, the elect would use some other
excuse to bring about the New World Order. They have plans to bring about things like
earthquakes, war, the Messiah, extraterrestrial landing, and economic collapse. They might bring
about all of these things just to make ... sure that it does work. They will do whatever is
necessary to succeed. The Illuminati has all the bases covered ... Can you imagine what would
happen if Los Angeles is hit with a 9.0 quake, New York City is destroyed by a terrorist-planted
atomic bomb, World War III breaks out in the Middle East, the banks and the stock markets
collapse, Extraterrestrials land on the White House lawn, food disappears from the shelves, some
people disappear, the Messiah presents himself to the world, and all in a very short period of
time?" [Page 177]
And, the Illuminati Card Game -- created from 1990-1995 -- catches all the parts of this draconian plan! Truly,
the End of the Age seems nigh.
Are you spiritually ready? Is your family? Are you adequately protecting your loved ones? This is the reason
for this ministry, to enable you to first understand the peril facing you, and then help you develop strategies to
warn and protect your loved ones. Once you have been thoroughly trained, you can also use your knowledge as
a means to open the door of discussion with an unsaved person. I have been able to use it many times, and have
seen people come to Jesus Christ as a result. These perilous times are also a time when we can reach many
souls for Jesus Christ, making an eternal difference.
If you have accepted Jesus Christ as your personal Savior, but have been very lukewarm in your spiritual walk
with Him, you need to immediately ask Him for forgiveness and for renewal. He will instantly forgive you, and
fill your heart with the joy of the Holy Spirit. Then, you need to begin a daily walk of prayer and personal
Bible Study.
If you have never accepted Jesus Christ as Savior, but have come to realize His reality and the approaching End
of the Age, and want to accept His FREE Gift of Eternal Life, you can also do so now, in the privacy of your
home. Once you accept Him as Savior, you are spiritually Born Again, and are as assured of Heaven as if you
were already there. Then, you can rest assured that the Kingdom of Antichrist will not touch you spiritually.
If you would like to become Born Again, turn to our Salvation Page now.
We hope you have been blessed by this ministry, which seeks to educate and warn people, so that they can see
the coming New World Order -- Kingdom of Antichrist -- in their daily news.
Finally, we would love to hear from you.
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You can contact us by mail or email.
God bless you.
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